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ABSTRACT 

This working paper is a review of issues associated with measuring ethnicity and using 
ethnicity measures in social science research. The review is orientated towards 
researchers who undertake secondary analyses of large-scale micro-level social science 
datasets. The paper begins with an outline of two main approaches used in social surveys 
to measure ethnicity, the demographic perspective and the ethnic identity perspective. We 
provide examples of the ethnicity measures used in some of the UK’s key social survey 
data resources. We discuss the importance of intersectionality in the analysis of ethnicity, 
because ethnicity measures are often associated with other important differences between 
individuals. We also describe approaches to the use of ethnicity measures in cross-
national comparative research. We conclude that researchers should always use existing 
measures that have agreed upon and well documented standards, and which will facilitate 
comparability and replication. We also strongly advise researchers not to develop their 
own ethnicity measures without strong justification, or use existing measures in an un-
prescribed or ad hoc manner. We advise that researchers should routinely undertake 
sensitivity analyses. We also encourage researchers to carefully consider the possible 
relationships between ethnicity and other important variables in order to avoid spurious 
interpretations of the effects of ethnicity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
International migration has been a key driver of demographic and social change in the 

UK and in most other western nations over the last century (Coleman and Salt 1992, 

Castles and Miller 2009). European countries are predicted to become increasingly 

ethnically diverse in years to come with continued immigration, fluctuations in the 

relative size of different minority groups, and increasing numbers of people born from 

within ‘inter-ethnic’ unions (Coleman 2010, Coleman 2011). Many nationally 

representative large-scale social surveys collect information on ethnicity. A central 

aim of this working paper is to provide information for secondary data analysts who 

are not experts in the field of ethnicity. 

 

 Ethnicity is frequently taken to represent a self-claimed or subjective identity 

linked to a perception of shared ancestry as a result of some combination of 

nationality, history, cultural origins and possibly religion (Bulmer 1996, Platt 2007, 

Platt 2011). There is an extensive literature which discusses the meaning and use of 

the term ethnicity and how this concept differs and overlaps with the neighbouring 

concepts of race and national identity (for example see Smith 1991, Ratcliffe 1994, 

Mason 1995, Banton 1998, Cornell and Hartmann 2006, Burton, Nandi et al. 2008, 

Banton 2014). Ethnicity can sometimes explain substantial patterns of social 

inequality, and ethnicity is of relevance to a great many sociological enquiries (e.g. 

Tomlinson 1991, Platt 2005, Heath, Cheung et al. 2007, Platt 2007, Heath, Rothon et 

al. 2008). In the UK and many other countries, national statistics institutes have 

developed standardised measures to classify individuals into ethnic groups, often 

driven by legal requirements to evaluate anti-discrimination policies, the need to 

monitor change in the social and economic circumstances of ethnic minorities, and the 

need to have accurate information about the size and nature of the ethnic minority 

population (Bulmer 1985). 

 

 This paper describes the major ways in which ethnicity is measured in social 

survey research. Experts in the field of ethnicity research are well aware of the 

opportunities provided by the measures that are available in existing social surveys, as 

well as their limitations and complexities, but these issues are sometimes not 

appreciated by those secondary social survey analysts whose interests might lie 
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outside of ethnicity research. It is obvious that ethnic structures differ radically across 

nation states, therefore in order to ensure that this paper provides clear prescriptions 

we confine most of our discussion to the UK (although the issues which we cover are 

often equally relevant to data from other nations). 

 

2. HOW IS ETHNICITY MEASURED? 
Nandi and Platt (2012) describe two main perspectives in the measurement of 

ethnicity (see also Cornell and Hartmann 2006, Platt 2011). First, social survey data 

collections often place individuals into ethnic group categories. These are sometimes 

based upon a taxonomy that can be defined through objective characteristics (e.g. 

country of birth or parental country of birth). Alternatively, they may involve asking 

respondents (or even interviewers or proxy respondents) to allocate to an appropriate 

category on substantially subjective grounds. In either case, to many analysts, the 

specification of categorical ethnic group measures is a necessity for studying ethnic 

inequalities using social survey data (Platt 2011). Second, researchers may be 

interested in understanding the relative strength of an individual’s ethnic identity or 

their feelings of belonging to a particular ethnic group (see Burton, Nandi et al. 2008). 

As a heuristic device we will refer to the first perspective as the demographic 

approach and the second perspective as the ethnic identity approach. 

 

2.1. THE DEMOGRAPHIC APPROACH 

In the demographic approach the aim is not to understand how people feel about their 

ethnic identity but rather to fit individuals into the most appropriate category based on 

relatively fixed characteristics (Burton, Nandi et al. 2008). These characteristics may 

include skin colour or nationality for example (Burton, Nandi et al. 2008, Burton, 

Nandi et al. 2010, Platt 2011). In the UK, most demographic measures of ethnicity 

used in surveys since the 1990’s have incorporated subjectivity, and have used 

standard instruments that allow individuals to self-identify their ethnic group (Martin 

and Gerber 2006, Office for National Statistics 2013). The UK’s tradition of 

producing social statistics about ethnicity based upon categories of subjective ethnic 

identity is close to that used in the United States, but is very different to that used in 

social surveys in many other countries (see Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik and Warner 2010). 
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In the UK, the Office for National Statistics recommends ethnic group measures for 

use in social surveys (see table 1). These measures are based on those designed for the 

UK decennial censuses. The measures are different in different UK territories, 

reflecting the nature of the minority ethnic population, different legal requirements, 

and variations in the prominent terminology used (Office for National Statistics 

2013). The Office for National Statistics offer clear guidelines for researchers who are 

analysing ethnicity across the whole of the UK using these territory-specific 

measures. Their advice is that analysts should combine the different ethnic groups in 

an organised manner using higher level ethnicity categories to suitably combine 

groups (see Office for National Statistics 2013). 

 

 The ONS standardised measure also allows individuals to classify themselves 

as belonging to ‘other’ unspecified ethnic groups and to write in their chosen 

description. The use of this ‘write-in’ section has been shown to improve perceptions 

of the acceptability of this question to respondents, and to improve response rates 

(Office for National Statistics 2013). In line with the aims of the demographic 

approach, data collectors may seek to re-allocate those individuals who have written-

in their ethnic identity to one of the existing ethnic group categories based on 

objective guidelines (see Office for National Statistics 2013). 
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England Wales Scotland Northern Ireland 
 
White 

 
White 

 
White 

 
White 

English; Welsh; Scottish; 
Northern Irish; British; 
Irish; Gypsy or Irish 
Traveller; Any other White 
background* 
 

Welsh; English; Scottish; 
North Irish; British; Irish; 
Gypsy or Irish Traveller; 
Any other White 
background* 

Scottish, Other British, 
Irish, Gypsy/Traveller, 
Polish, Any other White 
group* 

White; Irish Traveller 

 
Mixed 

 
Mixed 

 
Mixed 

 
Mixed 

White and Black 
Caribbean; White and 
Black African; White and 
Asian; Any other Mixed 
background* 

White and Black 
Caribbean; White and 
Black African; White and 
Asian; Any other Mixed 
background* 

Any Mixed or Multiple 
ethnic groups* 

White and Black 
Caribbean; White and 
Black African; White and 
Asian; Any other 
Mixed/Multiple ethnic 
group* 
 

 
Asian or Asian British 

 
Asian or Asian British 

 
Asian or Asian British 

 
Asian or Asian British 

Indian; Pakistani; 
Bangladeshi; Chinese; 
Any other Asian 
background* 

Indian; Pakistani; 
Bangladeshi; Chinese; 
Any other Asian 
background* 

Pakistani; Pakistani 
Scottish or Pakistani 
British; Indian; Indian 
Scottish or Indian British; 
Bangladeshi; Bangladeshi 
Scottish or Bangladeshi 
British; Chinese; Chinese 
Scottish or Chinese 
British; Any other Asian* 
 

Indian; Pakistani; 
Bangladeshi; Chinese; 
Any other Asian 
background* 

 
Black/African/Caribbean
/Black British 

 
Black/African/Caribbean
/Black British 

 
African 

 
Black/African/Caribbean
/Black British 

African; Caribbean; Any 
other 
Black/African/Caribbean 
background* 

African; Caribbean; Any 
other 
Black/African/Caribbean 
background* 

African; African Scottish 
or African British; Any 
other African* 

African; Caribbean; Any 
other 
Black/African/Caribbean 
background* 
 

   
Caribbean or Black 

 

  Caribbean; Caribbean 
Scottish or Caribbean 
British; Black; Black 
Scottish or Black British; 
Any other Caribbean or 
Black* 
 

 

 
Other ethnic group 

 
Other ethnic group 

 
Other ethnic group 

 
Other ethnic group 

Arab; Any other ethnic 
group* 

Arab; Any other ethnic 
group* 

Arab; Arab Scottish or 
Arab British; Any other 
ethnic group* 
 

Arab; Any other ethnic 
group* 

 
Table 1: The Office for National Statistics harmonised ethnicity measure recommended for use in 
social surveys (Office for National Statistics 2013). 
 
Note: *If respondents answered ‘other’ they are given the opportunity to ‘write-in’ their preferred 
description of their ethnicity.  
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 These standardised measures have been adopted in a number of large scale 

social surveys (for a review see Afkhami 2012). For example, in the first wave of the 

UK Millennium Cohort Study1 (Institute of Education 2012) the ONS ethnicity 

measure is provided separately for cohort members living in England, Wales, 

Scotland and Northern Ireland2. Additionally, harmonised UK level ethnicity 

measures are also provided in 6-category, 8-category and 11-category3 forms. The use 

of these existing standardised measures will facilitate the comparability of analyses 

across studies and therefore the use of these standardised measures is encouraged. For 

many social science investigations using large-scale social survey data the use of 

these measures within a multivariate analysis, along with other key variables, will 

fulfil the requirement of providing increased control for the demographic composition 

of the UK. 

 

 A common complication in UK survey research arises when analyses are 

conducted using non-standard ethnic group categories (i.e. taxonomies that don’t 

correspond with those recommended by the ONS). This sometimes arises when an 

ethnicity measure is not available in the survey data in the standard format. However, 

in the case of analysis using large-scale secondary surveys, it is more likely to arise 

because a decision has been made to re-code the measure of ethnicity into a different 

taxonomy. Generally speaking we would argue that researchers should resist the 

impulse to generate derived and variant measures when standardised taxonomies are 

available (see Lambert, Gayle et al. 2009). The justification for using variant 

measures may sometimes be ad hoc and insubstantial, and there is an obvious 

challenge to comparability when using non-standard measurements. Nevertheless, if 

standardised measures are not available, and/or there are operational reasons that 

preclude the use of standard categories (e.g. very low numbers of cases in some 

relevant groups, or an analytical focus on an ethnic division that is not captured by the 

                                                 
1 For more details see: http://www.cls.ioe.ac.uk/page.aspx?&sitesectionid=851 
2 In the first wave of the Millennium Cohort Study the ONS territory specific ethnicity measures for 
cohort members are: adcea00 (for cohort member 1), adceeb00 (for cohort member 2) and adceec00 
(for cohort member 3) for those living in England; adcewa00 (for cohort member 1), adcewb00 (for 
cohort member 2) and adcewc00 (for cohort member 3) for those living in Wales; adcesa00 (for cohort 
member 1), adcesb00 (for cohort member 2) and adcesc00 (for cohort member 3) for those living in 
Scotland; and adcena00 (for cohort member 1), adcenb00 (for cohort member 2) and adcenc00 (for 
cohort member 3) for those living in Northern Ireland. 
3 In the first wave of the Millennium Cohort Study the 6-cateogry UK harmonised ethnicity measures is 
adc06e00, the 8-category version is adc08e00, and the 11-category version is adc11e00. 
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standard measure), two further principles should apply. First, researchers should 

construct variant measures that, as closely as possible, conform to published standards 

that have been recommended by statistical authorities (e.g. the ONS). Second, 

researchers should provide clear justification for, and documentation and metadata 

about, how the measures were derived, in order that other researchers can test the 

measures and replicate results4. 

 

2.2. THE ETHNIC IDENTITY APPROACH 

Measuring the extent of an individual’s ethnic identity is especially pertinent when 

investigations require more insight into how individuals view their own ethnic 

identity, what characteristics make up this identity, or how important this identity is to 

the individual (Burton, Nandi et al. 2008). For example, researchers might be 

interested in how an ethnic identity is formed and how this changes over the 

lifecourse (Phinney 1989, Phinney 1990, Phinney and Alipuria 1990, Torres 2003, 

French, Seidman et al. 2006). Similarly investigating how ethnic identity relates to 

wellbeing (Phinney, Horenczyk et al. 2001, Mossakowski 2003), or how self-esteem 

is influenced by ethnic identity (Bracey, Bamaca et al. 2004, Umaña-Taylor 2004, 

Umaña-Taylor and Shin 2007) will probably require measures which capture more 

nuanced aspects of ethnic identity. 

 
 It has been argued that asking survey respondents to identify themselves on 

the basis of a single, mutually exclusive, category may overlook some important 

dimensions of ethnic identity. This is because ethnicity is a multi-dimensional concept 

which includes a number of elements (e.g. ancestry, national identity, religion and 

country of birth) (Aspinall 2011). There is some evidence that the importance of 

different dimensions of ethnic identity may vary across groups. For example, when 

providing descriptions of their ethnicity in free-text responses, ‘Black’ groups in the 

1991 and 2001 censuses were found to emphasise their national identity (i.e. being 

British) as a central element of their ethnic identity (Office for National Statistics 

                                                 
4 Between 2008 and 2013, the ‘GEMDE’ service (www.dames.org.uk/gemde) provided an online 
archive of metadata about ethnicity classifications which was designed specifically to support this 
purpose – for instance, allowing a researcher to deposit the software code that they used to construct a 
variant ethnicity measure on a specific survey. 
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2006). South Asian groups however have been found to emphasise their religion as a 

central element of their ethnic identity (Modood, Beishon et al. 1994). 

 

 The use of multiple measures within a social survey, which examine different 

aspects of the ethnicity concept, offers an effective solution to the measurement of 

ethnic identity in more detail, since multiple responses across differing characteristics 

allow respondents to have more control over the expression of various elements of 

their identity (Burton, Nandi et al. 2010). The measures developed for the United 

Kingdom Household Longitudinal Study (UKHLS, Understanding Society5) are a 

prime example of this approach. In addition to measuring ethnicity using standardised 

demographic measures, described above, a suite of measures were also developed to 

provide information on various aspects of ethnicity (e.g. country of birth, language, 

nationality, religion), and also the extent to which the respondents felt these 

characteristics were important to their identity. Nandi and Platt (2012) developed 

these questions to offer a comprehensive set of measures suitable for the specialist 

and detailed study of ethnic identity in the UK. The use of multiple measures has also 

been advocated as a solution to comparability in cross-national survey research (see 

Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik and Warner 2010). 

 

 In many analyses a standardised categorical ethnicity measure, for example 

the ONS measure described above, will be sufficient when included in a multivariate 

analysis with other key variables as this will provide suitable statistical control and 

represent the demographic structure of the UK. When the focus of the analysis is 

estimating differences between the major ethnic groups which make up the UK, a 

standardised categorical ethnicity measure may also be well suited within a 

multivariate analysis. Indeed, despite their recognition of the relevance of multiple 

subjective identities, Burton et al. (2008) point out that just as in most situations it is 

possible to study social class inequalities without the need to measure class 

consciousness, therefore ethnic group inequalities can be studied using social survey 

data without capturing an individual’s conscious ethnic identity. 

 

                                                 
5 For more details see: https://www.understandingsociety.ac.uk/. 
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 In other analyses which focus on ethnic experiences, using a standardised 

categorical ethnicity measure may be less optimal. There are sometimes 

circumstances where the analytical focus on ethnic inequalities involves important 

divisions that are not well captured by the standard ethnicity variables. Well 

documented examples in the UK include the importance of immigrant ‘generation’ to 

analyses of social inequality (e.g. Heath, Cheung et al. 2007), or the distinctiveness of 

‘East African Asians’ in the UK in the late twentieth century (e.g. Modood, Berthoud 

et al. 1997). More generally, authors such as Yancy et al (1976) and more recently 

Aspinall (2012) have suggested that ethnicity is a changeable, complex and multi-

dimensional concept which cannot be measured by allocating individuals to a single 

ethnic group category. Amongst other things, these researchers anticipate the 

substantial challenges of using ethnicity measures in comparative longitudinal studies, 

especially because the standard measures designed for the UK Census are revised 

decennially. In the case of longitudinal comparisons across different time points, 

equivalent measures might never be feasible. Even if measures are feasible, they may 

have only ‘nominal equivalence’ and lack ‘functional equivalence’, because the 

relative meaning of being in a certain category is not the same from one time point to 

another.  

 

 There are some published recommendations of good practice for using 

standard ethnicity categories for longitudinal comparisons (see Platt, Simpson et al. 

2005, Simpson and Akinwale 2007, Afkhami 2012). It is often the case that previous 

comparative studies provide the most appropriate benchmarks for further endeavours. 

Additionally, in the special case when longitudinal data allows for records to be 

linked for the same people at different time points, it is possible to derive consistent 

ethnicity measures by focussing upon the measures used at a particular agreed time 

point (see Platt 2005). Special cases aside, it is widely accepted that the consistent use 

of data on ethnicity in survey research is a substantial challenge. In situations when 

standard measures cannot be used, it is valuable for researchers to clearly describe and 

document the measurement approach that is adopted. 
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3. ETHNICITY DATA SOURCES 
A notable obstacle for analyses of ethnicity using some social survey datasets is small 

subsamples. This situation will typically arise in small surveys but can also arise in 

relatively large surveys because of the fairly small proportion of respondents from 

minority ethnic groups. Even in large-scale nationally representative surveys the 

coverage of some smaller ethnic groups can be representative but correspondingly 

still small. A practical solution which some secondary data analysts adopt when 

analysing data with a low number of ethnic minority respondents is to aggregate 

ethnicity groups. For example, it might be beguiling to aggregate data from Indian, 

Pakistani, Bangladeshi and other Asian respondents if numbers were low in a social 

survey. In some instances this strategy might provide a practicable solution and do 

little or no harm to the substantive results. In other analyses there may be important 

differences between these ethnic groups and such aggregation may result in 

misleading substantive conclusions. Dale (2008) for example illustrate that Indian 

women’s employment patterns are very different from other women who might 

reasonably be included in an aggregate ‘South Asian’ category (Dale 2008). The 

effects of such aggregations of ethnic categories cannot be easily anticipated or 

judged a priori, therefore we advise that secondary social survey data analysts place 

suitable thought into the characteristics of the respondents that they are combining 

within their analysis. To justify aggregations, it is also good practice if analysts 

undertake detailed exploratory analyses and make these available to the research 

community. 

 

 There are other alternative solutions to dealing with low numbers of ethnic 

minority survey respondents. These include restricting analytical focus to only the 

ethnic group or groups which are well represented in the data to hand (see Dale, 

Lindley et al. 2006), or assigning index scores on the basis of external information 

linked to the ethnic group categories (see Lambert 2005). In certain appropriate 

circumstances these might be better solutions than completely ignoring ethnicity in 

the analysis. Care must be taken by data analysts not to introduce confusion or to limit 

comparability with other studies. We also advocate that any approaches that are used 

are clearly documented to aid replication and meta-analyses. 
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 In the absence of alternative solutions, researchers interested in ethnicity are 

usually best advised to utilise datasets which have larger numbers of ethnic minority 

respondents. UK Census related data resources such as the Sample of Anonymised 

Records and the ONS Longitudinal Study of England and Wales include data on a 

large number of individuals from ethnic minority groups. Larger sample surveys such 

as the Labour Force Surveys also have good coverage. A number of large-scale social 

surveys have been developed to include ‘boost’ samples of ethnic minorities (e.g. the 

United Kingdom Household Longitudinal Study and the Millennium Cohort Study). 

A boost sample comprises an additional set of data collected from specific sub-groups 

of the survey population. 

 

 Survey data has also been collected specifically for the study of the 

experiences of ethnicity minority populations in the UK (e.g. the Fourth National 

Survey Ethnic Minorities and the Ethnic Minority British Electoral Survey). These 

specialised surveys have been designed to collect data from larger samples of ethnic 

minority individuals. Whilst these surveys have supported detailed and informative 

research on ethnic minorities in the UK, they differ from the more general (or 

omnibus) large-scale social surveys that are designed to support multi-purpose 

secondary data analysis. 

 
 

4. INTERSECTIONALITY 
Alongside definitional issues, an important consideration in most analyses of ethnicity 

is the way in which ethnic categories are linked to other important differences 

between people. In multivariate survey analyses, secondary data researchers may be 

primarily interested in estimating the net effects of ethnicity whilst controlling for the 

effects of other variables. There are sometimes sizeable correlations between ethnicity 

and other demographic factors. Platt (2011) provides an approachable review of this 

issue and, in our view, usefully deploys the term intersectionality to describe the 

interaction between categories of difference in people’s lives, for example ethnicity, 

gender and social class (see also Davis 2008). The key point is that a misleading 

understanding of the influence of ethnicity might emerge if measures are not 

considered in the context of such correlations (see for example Heath and Martin 

2013). In the light of such evidence, secondary data analysts should place a suitable 
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amount of thought into which key variables and demographic measures they include 

within models that contain measures of ethnicity, drawing upon extensive 

theoretically guided exploratory data analyses. 

 

 One important element of intersectionality is the strong cohort demographic 

patterns that are linked to ethnic minority groups due to concentrated waves of 

immigration (Fryer 1984, Spencer 1997, Panayi 1999, Hansen 2000). Substantial age 

and regional settlement differences arise between ethnic groups that reflect their 

immigrant-cohort background. Certain socio-economic measures, such as income, and 

most outcomes related to health, can vary substantially according to age. Because 

certain ethnic groups have younger age structures than others there is a pressing need 

to control for these differences in age when analysing data (for details on the age 

profiles of ethnic groups in the UK see Haskey 1996, Scott, Pearce et al. 2001). In 

statistical modelling approaches, additional controls for the main effects of age may 

often be adequate. It is also plausible that an ageing process itself may vary by ethnic 

group. We advise that survey data analysts should routinely explore interactions 

between age and ethnicity. 

 

 Immigration is another issue that is relevant to studying ethnicity. Individual 

circumstances and conditions associated with immigration might also be 

consequential. For example whether or not individuals are born in the country of 

residence, how long their family has lived in the country, their proficiency in the host 

country language, and their participation in the education system, may be relevant to 

some analyses. These patterns may affect important outcomes such as chances and 

choices in the labour market. 

 

 In the social sciences, there is an analytical literature on the differences 

between the experiences and outcomes of immigrants and those born in the host 

society (e.g. Raftery, Jones et al. 1990, Schnepf 2007, Levels, Dronkers et al. 2008, 

Algan, Dustmann et al. 2010). One common approach is to characterise survey 

respondents into different ‘immigrant generations’. Typically the ‘first generation’ of 

immigrants are those born abroad, the ‘second generation’ are those born in the host 

society whose parents were born abroad, and other categories are occasionally 

identified such as the ‘third’ and ‘subsequent generations’. In some cases researchers 
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also define the ‘1.5 generation’, which are those who were born abroad but moved to 

the host society as young children and had the bulk of their schooling in the host 

country (e.g. Allensworth 1997, Harklau, Losey et al. 1999, Quirke, Potter et al. 

2010). 

 

 In the UK and in many other nations, some ethnic minority groups exhibit 

sustained differences in patterns of family formation and living arrangements in 

comparison with other groups. Most well-known in the UK are patterns of larger 

household size, and younger average ages of marriage and family formation, amongst 

South Asian ethnic minority groups (e.g. Coleman and Salt 1996). Differences in 

family patterns are often presumed to reflect the influence of cultural heritage, but 

there are also complexities to demographic differences between ethnic groups which 

defy a characterisation based on cultural heritage alone (e.g. Shaw 2014). Family 

circumstances do have a substantial influence on many other social outcomes within 

the UK, including employment arrangements, socio-economic circumstances, and 

patterns of lifestyle and social support. The association between ethnicity and average 

variations in family circumstances is another aspect of intersectionality. It might often 

be unsatisfactory therefore to analyse differences by ethnic group without considering 

other variations in average family circumstances.  

 

 There are pronounced ethnic differences in settlement patterns within 

countries such as the UK (Ratcliffe 1997, Finney and Simpson 2009). Compared with 

other areas of the UK some urban areas in London, the North East and the North West 

of England, and the English Midlands have much higher ethnic minority populations. 

The extent and consequences of regional segregation are sometimes exaggerated 

(Finney and Simpson 2009). From a survey data analytical perspective there is a 

persuasive argument for considering geographical issues when studying patterns of 

ethnic difference. Conventionally, higher level regional measures can be entered into 

analyses to attempt to separate geographic from ethnicity effects. In some 

applications, different regional settlement patterns by ethnic groups in the UK are 

thought to occur because of differential industrial and employment sector 

opportunities (see Iganski and Payne 1999). In this scenario, an appropriate response 

to the recognition of regional settlement differences may be to include measures of 
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industrial sector or employment circumstances in analyses rather than crude measures 

of geography.  

 
 

5. CROSS NATIONAL COMPARISONS 
The contemporary social sciences are characterised by a great deal of interest in 

conducting cross-nationally comparative analyses with survey data (see Hoffmeyer-

Zlotnik and Wolf 2003, Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik, Harkness et al. 2005). In principle the 

analysis of ethnicity is an intrinsically international theme, given its relationship with 

international migration. One difficulty arises because different countries have 

different histories of immigration, meaning that it is unlikely that comparative studies 

of ethnicity will be dealing with comparable minority groups between countries. A 

strategy sometimes followed is to identify and compare minorities from the same 

origin background in different countries (e.g. Crul and Vermeulen 2003, Model 

2005). This can still be unsatisfactory because, even in this scenario, it is unlikely that 

the differences between migrants from the same nation who settled in different 

countries are independent of other factors. An alternative comparative strategy is 

simply to study different ethnic minority groups in different countries, and make only 

carefully qualified comparisons (e.g. Heath, Cheung et al. 2007). 

 

 Some reviews have suggested ways for specific measurement instruments to 

be applied consistently to facilitate cross-national comparisons (e.g. Hoffmeyer-

Zlotnik 2003, Lambert 2005, Aspinall 2007).This literature confronts a second major 

challenge for cross-national comparative research on ethnicity, namely that different 

nations have strong traditions of difference in the measures related to ethnicity that 

they collect in surveys. In many countries the measurement of ethnicity is highly 

politicised, and an approach used in one nation might never be considered acceptable 

in another. To a limited extent, recent social survey instruments are beginning to 

negotiate this problem, usually by collecting data on multiple measures that could be 

subsequently adapted to the researcher’s needs. Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik and Warner 

(2010) encourage survey designers to collect measures of characteristics such as 

citizenship, country of birth, parents’ country of birth, and language regardless of 

national traditions in measuring ethnicity. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
The ethnic composition of the UK like many other western industrialised nations has 

changed radically as a result of migration, and there is persuasive evidence that most 

European countries will become increasingly ethnically diverse. Most nationally 

representative large-scale social surveys collect information on ethnicity due to the 

central role that it plays in stratifying contemporary societies. We have provided an 

account of how ethnicity is measured in social surveys, and reflected on the 

relationship between ethnicity and other social inequalities. Our overall message is 

that researchers undertaking secondary data analyses should be aware of the scope 

and challenges that relate to using ethnicity measures as key variables in analyses. 

 

 We conclude that researchers should always use existing measures that have 

agreed upon and well documented standards, and which will facilitate comparability 

and replication. We also strongly advise researchers not to develop their own ethnicity 

measures without strong justification, or use existing measures in an un-prescribed or 

ad hoc manner. We have highlighted that general social surveys often contain 

categorical measures of ethnicity based on the demographic approach. For many 

sociological research questions these measures will be adequate, especially when all 

that is required is improved control for underlying patterns in the data that are linked 

to ethnicity. Our stern advice is that researchers should employ these standard 

measures. 

 

 We have highlighted the potential impact of intersectionality. When estimating 

statistical models that include ethnicity variables we advise researchers to be 

cognisant of the potential associations between ethnicity and other key variables. This 

may help to better elucidate important patterns in social outcomes. If unrecognised 

such undetected associations can lead to spurious interpretations of ethnicity effects. 

Secondary data analysts are therefore strongly directed to include ethnicity measures 

along with other key variables in multivariate analyses. Contemporary data analysis 

software packages also make it relatively straightforward to estimate and test 

interaction effects between ethnicity and other key variables. 

 

 In another recent working paper we have advocated undertaking sensitivity 

analyses when analysing occupational measures with social survey data (Gayle, 
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Connelly et al. 2015). In this present working paper we similarly conclude that 

undertaking sensitivity analyses should be a routine aspect of social survey data 

analysis. The process of conducting a sensitivity analyses can seem burdensome and 

even uninspiring, but we are argue that modern software capabilities mean that it is 

now relatively easy to re-run analyses using different measures. Undertaking 

sensitivity analyses is of considerable benefit to social science more generally because 

it increases rigour, and therefore allows more confident interpretation of the results. 

We hope that this paper provides succinct information on the foundations of existing 

ethnicity measures in social surveys. In addition we have attempted to provide 

practical advice that will make a genuine contribution to how existing ethnicity 

measures in social surveys can be better incorporated into social science analyses.  
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